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Cognition and the Body: 
history, theories and research

Mind body dualism
Descartes 1596 – 1650

Body, movement and cognition 
are  enmeshed



“Thinking… does not occur solely in the head but in and 
through language, body and tools … not considered as a 
kind of window that illuminates the events occurring in a 
“black box” – they are not clues for interpreting mental 
states. They are rather genuine constituents of thinking.”

Radford, 2009, p. 111

Language is linear, segmented & hierarchical

Movement is global, multidimensional & non-hierarchical

McNeill, 1992

Humans are tactile kinaesthetic learners who think in 
movement

Sheets-Johnstone, 2011



Smudge Skittle – Alys Longley



How do students think in 
movement?



My research

The Task: Passing a ball 

Find a general rule for which group numbers and place-jump 
numbers everyone get throws ball?



Students think in movement 

“A six-two jump for everyone to move I think”



Using movement to think



Students learn, understand and 
think in movement in your class

By ignoring students movement 
•Are we missing students thinking?

•Are we disadvantaging students?
• Are we under preparing students?
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